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Awesome Latest Indian Wedding
Card Designs
Amidst the small and big preparations for a
wedding, the invitation card is something
that cannot be neglected. The Indian
wedding card designs are probably the first
thing noticed by the guests about the
wedding. This gives the first glimpse of
how the wedding would be. These invites
consist of all those essential details like an
appropriate information about the bride,
groom, and their families. The venue, date,
time of all functions are also required in a
card. Earlier invitations were theme based
but with time they are developing by using
extraordinary fonts and designs.

Hosting a lavising and extraordinary
wedding is not just enough these days.
Each and every detail needs to be
thoughtfully invested in. A wedding is
about joining two souls in holy matrimony,
and two unknown families into one. This
leads to weddings being celebrated as a
festival. The availability of a numerous
amounts of designs, fonts, colours, motifs
and more gives the families of the couple
tremendous options to choose from.
Weddings being a rushed occasion with
tons of preparations to be done. Hence, it
gets difficult to go around vendor to
vendor for selection of a card. For such
situations, wedding cards are now
available online. These cards can also be
customised, giving it a personal touch.

Mehendi Design Inspired
Mehendi art is among the most
detailed and consists of
thoughtfully invested designs.
Having these designs on wedding
cards enhances them and gives
them a serene, exotic look.

Laser Cut Design
Among the most elegant,
sophisticated and neat designs is
the laser cut. These have numerous
options and give creative motifs to
the wedding card.

Peacock Design
Something that definitely doesn't
get old is the peacock design
wedding card. This traditional
design has modernised with time
and is among the most beautiful
wedding card motif.
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Pop - up Wedding card
Extremely innovative and unique,
this is one of the most intriguing
designs. This will let the guests
await the wedding in surprise and
awe.

Centerpiece Embellishment
Adding embellishments with the
use of rich colours give the
wedding card a royal look. This is
a blend of modern and traditional
wedding card designs in one.

Scroll Wedding Cards
The traditional roll-open cards
deliver the fact that the theme of
the wedding is to recreate the
majestic and the royal nostalgia.
Let the guests know that a king is
wedding his queen.
#TheRoyalWedding.

Ribbon Cards
Another fancy way of presenting a
wedding card is by using a ribbon
to tie it. This is like a cherry on the
top of a beautiful invitation.
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unique

Save the Date

card ideas

A quirky and cute way to let your guests
know about your wedding day is through
these pretty cards. So let them know when
you tie the knot!

Images Source - etsy.com, www.notonthehighstreet.com, elearningninja.usabramsonforlarep.com, thecityofmiltonwv.com

Vendor of the Week

Exotic Designer Cards
Exotic Designer Cards' expertise lies in creating graceful
and unique invitation with custom wedding invitation
cards that forms a lasting impression of your wedding
among your friends and relatives
Website: http://www.exoticdesignercards.com

https://goo.gl/zoXykG
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Video Wedding Invitations: Making
New Trends in Wedding Industry
Paper invitations have started losing its
shine! In this age of modern and high
technology, the Internet has influenced
almost each and every phase of life. People
either like to make invitations through cell
phones or in an electronic form. Video
invitations have gained immense
popularity due to high convenience.
A wedding is one of the gallantry occasions.
Thus everybody desires to organize the
event in a well-organized manner. Video
wedding invitations comprise of videos
that contribute a lot in featuring a wide
plethora of invitation styles. You may get
the same compiled at fantastic rates, thus
alluring your guests.
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Video weddings are easier in terms of
transferring from one place to another with
ease. You may easily transfer them in the
form of recorded CD, social media,
electronic mail and so on. Even, video
wedding invitations may be easily
transferred through WhatsApp as well.
Development in media has made
communication higher in terms of
notches.As this particular mode of sending
invitation is much cheaper and easier,
sending video invitations is preferred by
maximum people nowadays. Our
honorable guests may also receive the
invitation in a much faster way in
comparison to conventional means. Also,
everybody enjoys video invitations as they
produce the information in an exciting
manner.

Easy Steps for Compiling of
Video Wedding Invitations
If you are about to organize a wedding
ceremony in the forthcoming days, then
get ready to ditch the snail mail followed
by sending an animated video invitation.
Such an exclusive form of invitation will
prove to be a highly personal choice that
will impress your friends. Below are some
easy to follow steps for creation of a
perfect video invitation:

1) Making proper selection of
photos along with video clips
It is better to go with such type of images
and tone that contribute in reflecting the
theme at the best. You may take the best
assistance of expert at the time of selection
of images as well as tones to suit your
occasion.

2) Adding a picture of the guest of
honor
A party remains incomplete without
guests. Hence, they must be honored in
some way or the other. Adding a picture of
the guest of honor will contribute in
showering the attention your guests
deserve. It will inspire them to attend your
party with gusto.

3) Using simple but understandable
text
An invitation remains incomplete without
text. Hence, it is better to include simple
but easy to understand texts to make the
invitation much more interesting. Better
to start with a simple note like “you are
cordially invited” and so on!

Image Source - weddingsguides.com

words of wisdom
Why Approach an Experienced
Company?

Couples planning to compile
video invitations for their
honorable guests at the time of
wedding must approach such a
company that holds experience
along with expertise in this
particular field. It must also have
reputation in terms of dealing
with:
Marketing Videos
Promotional Videos
Advertisement Films
Explainer Videos
Wedding as well as Pre-wedding
Shoots
Cinematography
Creative Photography
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Beautiful Quotes for your
Wedding Invitation Card
Be a trendsetter this wedding season by
Adding a love quote, or any other type of
saying or verse. This is a very simple
method to make your wedding card stand
out. This also adds a personal touch to your
big day. This is also a beautiful way to let
the world know about your unique bond
with your life partner.
You can always go for a quote from the
favourite book or movie of your partner
and you. To help you decide better, here
are the best wedding invitation quotes that
you can use to make your guests go
“awww!”

The quote you pick mainly dependent on
who you are sending it to. If you are
making a common invitation for all the
guests, it’s suitable to keep it simple and
sweet. If you have a different invitation for
your close friends, you can make those
quotes more funny and witty.

"Beauty is the harmony realized in the things
which are bound by law.Love is the harmony in
wills which are free."
- Rabindranath Tagore.

This day for us is special
A time beyond compare
The joy we feel deep in our hearts
We hope you will come and share
Your presence there with us
Means more than words can say
Please try to be there
To celebrate this special day
"For Two Travelers who walk alone
Love has beaten doubt, together we will
stand looking back on the road hand in hand,
eye to eye, soul to soul"

Image Sources - linuxchixperu.org, in.pinterest.com, woodinvitation.com, fr.dreamstime.com, comessenyc.com, wall2born.com,
dreamstime.com, fwauk.com
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Now you will feel no rain, for each of you
will be shelter to the other.
Now you will feel no cold, for each of you
will be warmth to the other.
Now you will feel no loneliness, for each of
you will be a companion for the other.
Now you are two bodies, but there is only
one life before you.
Go now to your dwelling place, to enter the
days of your life together.
And may your days be good, and long upon
this earth.
~Apache Wedding Prayer~

No feeling more wonderful could one feel
No two souls truer as mates, could one will
God bless the day we found each other
For you I'd have searched the world over

"Shri Ganeshaya Namah"
Walk and talk and work with me toward our distant goal.
Can we reach it? I think so.Vision's clear, minds are sharp,
What you lack - I will supply, what I miss - you bring along.
When you tire I will carry.
Join the laughter of my soul.
Let me feel the handshake of your heart, then, when we
arrive
we'll have succeeded twice.

Love is patient, love is kind. It does not
envy, it does not boast, it is not proud.
It is not rude, it is not self-seeking, it
is not easily angered, it keeps no
record of wrongs. Love does not
delight in evil but rejoices with the
truth. It always protects, always
trusts, always hopes, always
perseveres. Love never fails ... And now
these three remain: faith, hope and
love. But the greatest of these is love.

"In true marriage lies
Nor equal, nor unequal.
Each fulﬁls defect in each,
And always thought in thought,
Purpose in purpose, will in will, they grow,
The single pure and perfect animal,
The two-celled heart beating,
with one full strike, Life."
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Unique Ideas For Your
Wedding Invites
People often think that wedding invites don't matter at all but it is absolutely false. They do matter a lot. They
give the first taste of your class to people. Wedding invites should be elegant. It should be eye-catching.So here
are a few unique wedding invitation ideas.

If you are a nature lover, this wedding invite is
absolutely for you. It’s soft green colour reflects
nature. It will show your love for the greens. If you
want to go one level up, you can gift a bottle of
something natural to the guests. It can either be a jar
of organic honey or a bottle of aloe vera gel.
Anything that reflects the essence of nature can do
wonders.

This wedding invite in royal blue would
definitely make your invitations look like a
royal one.
The beautiful blue colour along with the
golden sparkling work at the cover will give it
the elegant touch that would make it look like a
true royal.
If you are looking for a simple, yet elegant
wedding card, this is surely a go-to for you.

Soft pink is the colour which can definitely melt you any
time. These invites in light pink colour and golden
peacock work at the front looks breathtakingly beautiful.
This combination of soft pink and gold is just so amazing
and is surely one of the most good looking wedding cards
ever. The tassel attached at the cover looks even more
beautiful. So, if you like pink colour, definitely go for this
pink and gold wedding invite.

The renowned Madhubani painting originated in a small
village, known as Maithili, of the Bihar state. It’s
handmade by the women and looks really elegant. These
Madhubani paintings have made a special place in the
hearts of people all over the country. Ladies from all over
the country want to get a saree with Madhubani painting
on it.
Madhubani painting has crossed the traditional
boundaries and started reaching connoisseurs of art, both
at national as well as the international level. They can be
printed on wedding cards and can make it look really
unique. It will give a different touch to your wedding
invites.

If you are willing to spend quite a large
amount on your wedding card, this is
something you can try.
This wedding card with an embedded
beautiful brooch at the top will make it look
too stylish to handle.
These wedding invites look really pretty. It
will make sure you look like a royal while
you give this wedding invitation to your
guests.
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Chintu Pathak Photography

Previous Edition
Wedding Venues
The last edition focused on
wedding venues which covered
the best wedding venues and
latest decoration trends to look for
while selecting a wedding venue.

094142 82955

www.chintupathak.com/

About Us
Your search for a perfect Indian wedding magazine is over with Knit the Knot. It is a free
online wedding magazine featuring the latest trends in weddings, with new ideas, tips and
advice decoration ideas, wedding venue guides, honeymoon destinations and more to
help you plan your dream wedding.Whether it is for a wedding that you have always
envisioned or a honeymoon that will only corroborate your relationship with your
beloved, discover the best options available to you in your budget to make the day special.

Contact Us
Next Edition
Makeup Special
Get the latest bridal makeup tips
in our next edition which would
be the perfect guide for you to
solve all your Bridal Makeup
Queries
Magazine Cover Photo Courtesy www.functionmania.com
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